Abstract geometrical computation 6: a reversible, conservative and rational-based model for Black hole computation
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In the context of Abstract geometrical computation, the Black hole model of computation (and SAD computers) have been implemented. In the present paper, based on reversible and (energy) conservative stacks, reversible Turing machines are simulated. A shrinking construction that has and preserves these properties is then presented. All together, the black hole model of computation is implemented by a rational signal machine that is reversible and conservative.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reversibility—forward and backward determinism—is a very important issue in computer science [4]. It has been studied from the mathematical point of view [24] from the 1960’s and on a more machine-oriented approach from the 1970’s: Turing machines [3, 5, 29], logic circuits [18, 26, 27], two-counter automata [28], physic-like models of computations [34], cellular automata [7–9, 33, 35]. Reversibility has also been important as a step toward quantum computation.
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In this paper, we are also interested with the conservation of some local energy since reversibility might not preserve the expected energy. Here, conservation refers to the preservation of some quantified energy as explained below.

In the last fifteen years, people got very excited with the so-called, Black hole model of computation (BHMC) [17, 25] an SAD computers [21, 22]. While being physically feasible—or at least not straightforwardly impossible—[2, 16, 30, 31] they refute Church-Turing’s Thesis by using phenomena providing accelerating or infinite-time Turing machines [6, 20] as decision oracles.

Roughly, the BHMC works as follows: an observer throws a computing device into some special kind of hole*. The device has an infinite amount of time ahead of it to compute and may send a single signal perceptible from the border of the hole by the observer. The key point is that it gets infinitely accelerated, so that its whole life span will be in the past of an observer after some bounded duration after throwing the device. So any signal sent by this device would be received before that time. Knowing that the duration has elapsed, the observer knows whether or not the device ever send the message. If the message is sent only before halting, then the halting problem is solved in such a way.

Reversibility looks like an independent concept nevertheless at some level, the fabric of reality is believed to be reversible. One easy way to tackled the issue of considering the two concepts together is that as soon as BHMC is physically feasible, then at some level, it is done in a reversible way. One may contest this by saying that, not only conception works the other way round, but moreover if the machine send into a hole has to run for an unlimited amount of time, it must have an unlimited amount of energy available or it should never consume it entirely! Hopefully—at least theoretically—there are reversible computation-universal machines of many kinds (see above references).

For a dynamic system, to implement the BHMC means to be able to compute, to accelerate infinitely the computation on one part of the system, to allow a single signal to leave and on another part of the system, to have something to receive the signal and act upon. This second part should have a

* For completeness, we note that relativistic hyper-computing is in fact based on wormholes rather than black holes. Indeed, many of the references are based on Kerr-Newman space-time which in turn at closer study reveals itself as being a wormhole connecting two universes as opposed to being a simple black hole inhabiting a single universe. It is for historical reasons that we use the expression black hole.
time-out mechanism to know when it is too late to receive any signal.

In previous works on Abstract geometrical computation [10, 11, 13, 15], we have provided such a setting for both discrete and analog computations and even for nested holes. To achieve this, computing machineries and folding/shrinking structures were constructed. A shrinking structure accumulates at some point and anything entangled inside undergoes an infinite acceleration. The hole effect is then achieved by letting some signal leave the structure. (Leaving the structure and computation on the side are plain and not addressed anymore.)

In the present paper, we provide new reversible constructions based on reversible machinery and reversible structure. The reversibility of the structure does not go beyond the accumulation points so that holes are not reversible nor conservative singularities.

Abstract geometrical computation was initiated as a continuous time and space counterpart of cellular automata [14]† and also as an idealization of collision computing [1]. It deals with dimensionless signals. The signals move inside continuous time and space (here, the real line) and rules describe what happens when they collide. Time is continuous and Zeno-like constructions provide infinitely many accelerating steps during a finite duration.

There are finitely many kinds of signals, called meta-signals. The speed of any signal only depends on the associated meta-signal, so that similar signals are parallel. When signals meet, they are replaced by new signals according to collision rules that only depends on the in-coming meta-signals. The space considered here is one-dimensional, so that space-time diagrams are two-dimensional. They are depicted with time flowing upward.

The reversibility of a signal machine corresponds to backward deterministic collision rules. To backward locate a collision, at least two signals must exit. Moreover a strict conservative condition is imposed: the number of signals entering a collision must be equal to the one leaving. Both can be checked by going through the collision rules.

In [12], reversible two-counter automata are used to produce a reversible machinery. In the present paper, we use 1-tape Turing machines (TM) [29]. The first issue with implementing a TM is to deal with the tape. The tape is decomposed as the word before the head, the symbol under the head and the word after. Since these words are only accessed from a single side, they can be represented and managed by stacks. A conservative and reversible implementation of stacks is provided.

† Other approaches exists [19, 23, 32].
The second step is to deal with transitions. As in [29], they are expressed as either move or rewrite: reversibility can be checked easily and the inverse TM can be produced. In this form, translating them into reversible signal machines is simple. The signal amounting for the state remains between the two stacks. From then, any computation can be implemented within a bounded space.

The next step is to embedded this computation into some shrinking structure. First a reversible and conservative shrinking structure is provided by a simple geometric construction. It is then explained how any bounded computation can be entangled inside it. As the structure shrinks, the computation is scaled down, thus accelerated. The structure acts like a hole.

The paper is articulated as follows. Section 2 gathers the definitions of abstract geometrical computation. Implementing reversible Turing machines by reversible conservative signal machines is done in two parts: Sect. 3 for stacks implementation and Sect. 4 for transitions and putting all together. The reversible hole emulation is also done in two parts: Sect. 5 concentrates on the shrinking structure while Sect. 6 deals with embedding a bounded space-time diagram inside it.

2 DEFINITIONS

Signals. Each signal is an instance of a meta-signal. The associated meta-signal defines its velocity and what happen when signals meet.

In Figure 1, the meta-signals are indicated along the signals (the line segments). Generally, over-line arrows denote the direction of propagation of a meta-signal. For example, \( \overline{\text{mem}} \), \( \text{mem} \) and \( \overline{\text{mem}} \) are different meta-signals; but they are expected to behave similarly or at least to have similar semantics.

Collision rules. When signals collide, they are replaced by a new set of signals according to a matching collision rule. A rule has the form:

\[ \{ \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \} \rightarrow \{ \sigma'_1, \ldots, \sigma'_p \} \]

where all \( \sigma_i \) and \( \sigma'_j \) are meta-signals. A rule matches a set of colliding signals if its left-hand side is equal to the set of their meta-signals.

Collision rules (as in Fig. 2) can be deduced from space-time diagram as in Fig. 1.
Signal machine. A signal machine is defined by a set of meta-signals and a set of collision rules. An initial configuration is a set of signals placed on the real line. The evolution of a signal machine can be represented geometrically as a space-time diagram: space is always represented horizontally, and time vertically, increasing upwards.

Figure 1 provides an example of a space-time diagram where the meta-signals are indicated. Figure 2 gives the definition of the signal machine.

Rational signal machine. All speeds and initial locations of signals must be rational numbers. A direct induction shows that all collisions happen at rational date and location. (This is not the case for accumulations.)

All the signal machines in this article are rational.

3 STACK IMPLEMENTATION

Stacks are used to encode the tape before and after the head of the Turing machine.

An unbounded stack of natural numbers $1$ to $l$ is encoded by a rational number between $0$ and $1$ in the following way. First, $\frac{1}{l+2}$ (the exact value is not important as long as it is between $0$ and $\frac{1}{l+1}$) encodes the empty stack.

Let $\sigma$ be a rational number encoding of a stack ($0<\sigma<1$). After pushing a value $v$ on top of a stack $\sigma$, the new stack is encoded by $\frac{\sigma + v}{l+1}$. This ensures that, as soon as the stack is not empty, $\frac{1}{l+1} < \sigma < 1$ and distinct from $\frac{i}{l+1}$, $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}$. The top of the stack is $\lfloor (l+1)\sigma \rfloor$ and rest of the stack is encoded by $(l+1)\sigma - \lfloor (l+1)\sigma \rfloor$.

To implement this in a signal machine, a scale is defined (space is scaleless) and then the push operation is implemented. The pop corresponds to the inverse of push (but meta-signals are different) as can be seen on Fig. 1. Only the implementation of push is detailed.

The rational $\sigma$ is encoded with a zero-speed signal $\text{mem}$. The scale is defined with zero-speed signals $\text{mark}_0$, $\text{mark}_1$, $\ldots$, $\text{mark}_l$. They are regularly positioned, never moved and define positions $0$, $1$, $\ldots$, $l$ respectively. The normal position of $\text{mem}$ is between $\text{mark}_0$ and $\text{mark}_1$.

To push $v$, $\text{mem}$ is translated by $v$ (lower part of Fig. 1) to get $\sigma + v$. Then this position is scaled by $\frac{1}{l+1}$ (upper part of Fig. 1) to get $\frac{\sigma + v}{l+1}$.

This process starts at the arrival of $\text{store}_v$. On meeting $\text{mem}$, it goes back as $\text{store}_v$ and $\text{mem}$ is set on movement as $\text{mem}$. The latter bounces on $\text{mark}_0$ as $\text{mem}$. Signals $\text{mem}$ and $\text{store}_v$ are parallel. Their distance
encodes $\sigma$. Their movement stops when the first one, $\overrightarrow{store}$, reaches $\text{mark}_v$. The signal $\overrightarrow{catch}$ is then issued to stop $\overrightarrow{mem}$ as in the middle of Fig. 1. This collision is distance $v$ away from the original position of $\text{mem}$. This is ensured by the definition of speeds (we leave to the reader to verify this linear equation system based on the speeds given in Fig. 2).

It remains to scale by $\frac{1}{l+1}$. To go from $\sigma + v$ to $\frac{\sigma + v}{l+1}$, $\overleftarrow{fix}$ has to travel $(\sigma + v) - \frac{\sigma + v}{l+1} = (\sigma + v)\frac{l}{l+1}$ units, and $\overrightarrow{mem}$ and $\overleftarrow{mem}$ have to travel $(\sigma + v) + \frac{\sigma + v}{l+1} = (\sigma + v)\frac{l+2}{l+1}$ units. Thus if the speeds of $\overleftarrow{mem}$ and $\overrightarrow{mem}$ have the same absolute value then the speed of $\overleftarrow{fix}$ must be $\frac{1}{l+2}$ times the one of $\overleftarrow{mem}$ (notice in Fig. 2 that $-2 = -3\frac{4}{4+2}$).

If the stack is empty, then backward collision between $\overleftarrow{mem}$ and $\overleftarrow{fix}$ (or forward collision between $\overrightarrow{mem}$ and $\overrightarrow{get}$ in pop) happens between $\text{mark}_0$ and $\text{mark}_1$. So that there is a (backward) collision between $\overrightarrow{mem}$ (regenerated from $\text{mark}_0$ and $\overrightarrow{mem}$) and $\overrightarrow{catch}$. There no such a rule, it can be defined to have, for example, $\overrightarrow{mem}$ fixed and $\overrightarrow{catch}$ exiting on the left.

It is easy to check that the machine is invertible and conservative.

This stack is supposed to be accessed from the right. A “mirrored” stack
is used for an access from left.

The right stack is supposed to encode a (potentially) infinite sequence of blank symbol. Up to renaming, let the index of the blank symbol be 1. Then $\sigma_1 = \frac{1}{l}$ should be the initial value of the stack with since $\sigma_1 = \frac{\sigma_1 + 1}{l+1}$.

4 TURING MACHINE TRANSITION

In [29], the formalism used for 1-tape Turing machines is either a write transition or a move transition. We keep this formalism with some adaptations. Let $M$ be a reversible TM. Since it is deterministic, the set of states $Q$ can be partitioned into: $Q_M$ and $Q_W$, moving and writing states. Moving states are states that move the R/W head whatever the read symbol. Writing states rewrite the symbol under the head according to the read symbol (and the state). The transition table has two corresponding parts: $\delta_M$ and $\delta_W$. Moreover, we suppose that there is no two consecutive writing states (this can be
simplified directly in the transition table), so that a writing is followed by a
move:

\[
\delta_W : Q_W \times \Gamma \rightarrow Q_M \times \Gamma .
\]

Since \( M \) is backward deterministic, \( \delta_W \) is one-to-one.

By adding extra writing states that only rewrite the symbol read, it can also
be supposed, without any loss of generality that a move transition is always
followed by a write one, so that:

\[
\delta_M : Q_M \rightarrow Q_W \times \{\leftarrow, \rightarrow\} .
\]

Since \( M \) is backward deterministic, states in \( Q_W \) appear at most once on the
right side of \( \delta_M \). The function \( Q_W \) is undefined only for halting states and
only the initial state may not appear on the right side (otherwise, a state from
\( Q_W \) not appearing can never be reached and is removed). Directions can be
associated to states in \( Q_W \) according to \( \delta_M \).

The reverse TM, \( M^{-1} \) can be generated directly from \( \delta_W \) and \( \delta_M \).

---

FIGURE 3
Implementing the sequence of transitions of Tab. 1.

Figure 3 shows how the state is encoded in-between two stacks (these are
distinct; there is no common meta-signal). To distinguish the meta-signals
from each stack, exponent \( L \) and \( R \) are used. The stacks record the words
before and after the head. The symbol under the head is the one about to
collide with the symbol encoding the state. The side from which it comes depends only on the direction associated to the state by $\delta_M$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Inverse transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_M(\ldots) = (q, \leftarrow)$</td>
<td>$\delta_M^{-1}(q) = (\ldots, \rightarrow)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_W(q, a) = (r, \uparrow)$</td>
<td>$\delta_W^{-1}(r, \downarrow) = (q, a)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_M(r) = (s, \rightarrow)$</td>
<td>$\delta_M^{-1}(s) = (r, \leftarrow)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_W(s, c) = \ldots$</td>
<td>$\delta_W(\ldots) = (s, c)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**
Sequence of transitions.

The example in Fig. 3 corresponds to the sequence of transitions on Tab. 1. The machine is on state $q$ after a left move, so that the read symbol comes from the left stack. State $r$ means a right move so that the letter written on the transition on $q$ has to be sent to the left. On receiving the acknowledge from the left, $r$ turns to $s$ and sends the get signal to the right stack.

The reversible stack is conceived in a vertically symmetric way: the acknowledge and the get are symmetric. This is the same symmetry as in the expressions of the transitions on $M$ and $M^{-1}$.

Formally, there is a stack value (and associated meta-signals) for each symbol and a null-speed meta-signal for each state. The collision rules generated for writing transitions are given on Tab. 2.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_M(r) = (\ldots, \leftarrow)$</td>
<td>$\delta_M(r) = (\ldots, \rightarrow)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_M^{-1}(q) = (\ldots, \leftarrow)$</td>
<td>$\delta_M^{-1}(q) = (\ldots, \rightarrow)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${q, \text{ val}_L^a} \rightarrow {r, \text{ store}_R^b}$</td>
<td>${q, \text{ val}_R^a} \rightarrow {r, \text{ store}_L^b}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) write transition $\delta_W(q, a) = (r, \uparrow)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_M(r) = (s, \rightarrow)$</td>
<td>$\delta_M(r) = (s, \leftarrow)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${r, \text{ ack}_L^R} \rightarrow {s, \text{ get}_L^R}$</td>
<td>${r, \text{ ack}_R^L} \rightarrow {s, \text{ get}_R^L}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) move transitions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**
Collision rules associated to transitions.
From the properties of $\delta_W$ and $\delta_M$, it is clear that the generated collision rules are one-to-one. The signal machine is reversible. Moreover, the construction only involves collisions of two signals that generate two signals. The machine is conservative.

Special care has to be taken for states that are not moving for $M^{-1}$: the halting and initial states. For the initial state, just set the moving direction as desired. For halting states, some collisions are left undefined. They can be defined with new meta-signals that are left unmodified by the shrinking structure and exit on the left.

5 STRUCTURE

The shrinking structure depicted in Fig. 4 is briefly presented. It is fractal and accumulates to a single point.

Two signals, horizon-left and horizon-right, are getting closer and closer and would make a collision. In-between them, there is an infinite sequence of zigzagging signals, zig and zag. This never-ending sequence is time-bounded and provide the fractal Zeno scale.

As depicted, 4 meta-signals and 2 collision rules are enough to generate an accumulation. Accumulation is an important and common phenomenon in AGC.
6 EMBEDDING

Embedding into the structure is done as follows. The gray zone on Fig. 5 is any computation that is spatially bounded. On the right, it is displayed embedded inside the structure. The whole infinite gray computation should be inserted inside a bounded duration. This is done through an unending down-scaling presented below.

![Figure 5](image.png)

**FIGURE 5**
Shrinking a spatially bounded computation.

The gray zone is partitioned into triangular zones. The embedding alternates between these zones. In the triangular zone pointing right, the gray zone is bend. In the triangular zone pointing left, the grey zone is unbend.

Moreover, by construction, each triangle with the same orientation is half the size of the previous one with the same orientation. By ensuring that each time, the space-time diagram is also scaled down by half, then all the triangles, rescaled to scale 1 have the same size and composed the gray computation as on Fig. 5(b).

Various geometric modifications can be produced by modifying the speed or the initial configuration: for example, if the initial configuration is scaled by one half, so is the space-time diagram. Another example is to take a signal machine and multiply by two all speeds. The same initial configuration generates a space-time diagram which is scaled by one half on the temporal axis.

Transformations made on speed reflect on the diagram since it is actually drawn by the signals. A more complex construction is to consider two non parallel axis and use one as a frontier and the other for scaling as depicted on Fig. 6.
Figure 6(a) shows how the new speed are computed (as explained below). Figure 6(b) displays a grid to show how space-time is shrunk: the axis for this grid are parallel to the frontier vectors and at each crossing the other axis is scaled down by one half.

On Fig. 6(a), the thick lines are used as frontiers between the various zones. The directions of two frontiers are the ones used for scaling. The incoming signal at the bottom get decomposed, considered as a vector, as a sum of two vectors according to the two axis. If there were no modification, it would have followed the dotted path. But since it scaled by one half on one direction, it follows the dashed path. Passing through the second frontier, the modification is done on the other direction. So that, altogether, it is scaled by one half in both directions, thus it regains its original speed but the space-time diagram is scaled by one half!

The fact that the coordinate on the direction of the axis is not modified is very important since it ensures that the space-time diagram connects exactly on the frontier.

The speeds for dashed meta-signals are computed as follows. For each original meta-signal, $\mu$, one meta-signal—dashed version— is added, $\mu'$, its
speed is computed from the original one, \( \nu \), by the following formula:

\[
\frac{3\alpha\nu - \alpha^2}{3\alpha - \nu}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the speed of \( \vec{\text{zig}} \) (and the opposite of \( \vec{\text{zag}} \)). This is a bijection over the rational numbers in \((\alpha, \alpha)\).

To bent and unbent \( \mu \), the following collision rules are added:

\[
\{ \vec{\text{zig}}, \mu \} \rightarrow \{ \mu', \vec{\text{zig}} \} \quad \text{and} \quad \{ \mu', \vec{\text{zag}} \} \rightarrow \{ \vec{\text{zag}}, \mu \}
\]

Collision might happen in the bent zone, so that for each collision rule \( \{ \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \} \rightarrow \{ \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_p \} \), a bent version must be provided:

\[
\{ \sigma_1', \ldots, \sigma_n' \} \rightarrow \{ \mu_1', \ldots, \mu_p' \}
\]

moreover, a collision may happen exactly on the frontier, so that the following collision rules must also be added:

\[
\{ \vec{\text{zig}}, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \} \rightarrow \{ \mu_1', \ldots, \mu_p', \vec{\text{zig}} \}
\]

\[
\text{and} \quad \{ \sigma_1', \ldots, \sigma_n', \vec{\text{zag}} \} \rightarrow \{ \vec{\text{zag}}, \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_p \}
\]

Signals \( \vec{\text{zig}} \) and \( \vec{\text{zag}} \) are used for the frontier. There should not be any faster signal. The structure directly ensures that they are regenerated so as to provide the infinite acceleration.

The zone above and the zone below should not meet. In our construction, this is ensured because the TM simulation is bounded (they never go beyond horizon-left and horizon-right).

Finally, a computation and its shrinking version are displayed on Fig. 7.
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FIGURE 7
All together.


